Micro
Teacher

The tiny, little amp with the big tube sound!

* Small enough to fit into any guitar case.
* Excellent practice or tuning amp.
* Extension speaker jack.
* Great distortion unit when connected to guitar amp.

The Ibanez Micro Teacher is a compact little microamp with a big, big sound. Only $4\frac{1}{4} \times 2\frac{1}{4} \times 1\frac{1}{4}$ inches, the Micro Teacher travels anywhere. Use it as a practice amp anywhere or a tuning amp backstage.

The external speaker output can drive other speakers for an even bigger sound. And when connected to the input of a guitar amp, the Micro Teacher makes a great tube distortion device.
Guitar Amplifiers

In addition to IBZ on the road, stage amplifiers, we came up with 20 W. straightfaced card compact amp ideal for practice, yet powerful and self-contained useful features mostly asked for.

* Heavy distortion sound on channel 1. Channel 2 for normal.
* Wider range tone control that the standard compact amp in the market.
* Versatile output: jacks... The Line out, External speaker & Headphone.
* Specially selected cabinet wood for tight and brighter sound.

POWER OUTPUT
20 watts RMS, 40 watts peak into 8 ohms
One 8” Speaker

MINIMUM INPUT SIGNAL FOR RATED OUTPUT
Channel 1: 3 mV Hi-Gain
Channel 2: 25 mV Normal

CONTROLS
Volume 1 (Hi-Gain), Volume 2 (Normal)
Master Volume, Bass, Middle, Treble, Reverb

OUTPUTS
Line out, FX, Speaker, Headphone

CABINET DIMENSIONS
300 mm (W) x 310 mm (H) x 172 mm (D)
11 13/16” x 12 1/8” x 6 13/16”

WEIGHT: 13 lbs